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ABSTRACT—
Finance is a field that deals with the
study of investments which includes the dynamics of assets
and liabilities over time under conditions of different
degrees of uncertainty. Finance can also be defined as the
science of money management. This paper focuses on the
android application developed for management of
personal finance. Personal finance is a financial
management which an individual or a family unit
performs to budget, save and monetary resources over
time, taking into account various financial risks and future
life events.
In this research paper we have done complete
analysis of an android application developed by us for
personal finance management. This paper refers the aim
behind developing this android application. In this paper
we have mentioned how we can keep record of all our
financial work and generate reports on the basis of date
wise and different category wise manner by using this
automate personal finance android application. In
addition this paper also gives an introduction to the some
basic concept of android application development.
Keywords: Finance, Insurance, Personal finance,
Android application.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Since past decade, the daily work of finance and
insurance is done on the basis of manual system in which the
daily updates are written on a diary or paper, which can be
maintained in the large files or registers. This existing manual
system functions in the following manner:
 A person writes daily work related to insurance and
some financial work on paper having predefined
format.
 After completion of this work, the created record has
been saved date wise.
 Reminder will be written on specific needed date.

This paper represents android application for
personal finance management. The main purpose of
developing this android application is to automate all manual
activities and to eliminate all the drawbacks that operations of
existing system faces. Since existing system was too much
time consuming and it puts the heavy work load of updating
and maintaining the record manually. It was necessary to
develop such an application which can reduce this work
burden and save time in rapidly growing world.
For developing this application we have used android
for coding and database to store the data.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Smart Phones has changed the life of everyone.
Along with other features, an App in Smart Phones allows to
do almost everything, from playing games to do business. The
development of app described in present paper has given a
strong understanding of various challenges associated with
design and development of apps. The experience has been
quite challenging, motivating as well as satisfying [1].
Android as a full, open and free mobile device
platform, with its powerful function and good user experience
rapidly developed into the most popular mobile operating
system [3].
It appears that advice is an important part of the
landscape for consumers. If broadening access to advice is a
policy goal, more efforts might be needed to increase the
availability of low-cost, objective, high-quality advice for
households with low educational attainment and low incomes.
There is a high correlation between advice seeking and
financial literacy. As such, the demand for financial advice
may increase if financial literacy levels increase across the
population [7].
Insurance product development has changed
significantly over time. Insurance premiums and charges are
frequently developed based on market positioning. Product
designs are becoming more complex. Rates and charges are

often guaranteed for the lifetime of the product. As a result,
the actuary’s role is more important than ever as competition
increases and the product life cycle shortens, the actuary is
under increased pressure to respond quickly to changes in the
market place [5].
III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed application provides a user
friendly design for user. So the project is focused on, to give
the complete application where user can perform every task
very efficiently. In our daily life we manage or record our
work on book or diary or on computer software, we have to
calculate total expense for month manually. These
applications keep records of all our daily information which
we spent on different categories like vehicle insurance, life
insurance, financial info etc and generate reports according
date wise as well as category wise. The proposed system
allows the user to set its reminder. Consistency is maintained
in the application while database entry and updates will be
done at all places.
With the help of our proposed application
following functions can be performed such as:- User can
maintain their finance record themselves. And can update the
information any time.

very low system resource and it has few more
advantages as follows:
 User can easily post their daily finance
information.
 Automatically notifies the dues according to the
preferences that is hours of day or numbers of
days.
 The developed application reduces the time
spend on various data maintenance task, report
generation.
 This application provides easy accessibility of
record.
 It saves a lot of time.
VI.

LIMITATIONS

This android application has some limitations as
follow:
 The user may or may not be satisfied with the
application design since application design is simple.
 Possibility of displaying wrong message while at
runtime if user enters wrong information.
 As the application widget runs in background
continuously so it decreases the battery performance.
 English language is only implemented so in some
cases it is difficult to understand for some user.
IV.
TECHNOLOGY USED
Minimum hardware required:



Pentium 2 266 MHz processor.20 GB Hard Drive
having 3 GB Free Space.
 128 MB RAM (1 GB preferred for Android
Emulator).
 An Android Device(if possible).
 Graphic card (recommended for smooth operation
of emulator).
Software required:


Android SDK (version 2.0 or higher preferred for
android 2.3 & above, otherwise any available
version will do).
Eclipse IDE (classic or any higher version).ADT
plug in for Eclipse.
Java JDK & JRE (version 1.6 or higher).Android
API’s (version 2.3 preferred as most device run
this version).
Windows or Linux OS preferred.




V.

ADVANTAGES
The installation of this application is very
simple and it is easy to operate. This application is
easy to understand by user. The application requires

VII.

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

In current application we are calculating our
personal financial work on daily basis and also generate
reports date wise and different category wise. So in future we
can make more development than this for example:
 We can manage group expenses:
We are calculating our personal financial
work so in future enhancement we can calculate
whole group work and can reduce more time.
 Make database centralize:
If we want to manage all group finance then
we can make database centralize so that everyone can access
it.
 Different themes for user:
Current application has simple design. We
can develop application more attractive. We can also
set different themes for different purpose or for
different screens which increases more interest of
user.
 Report generation:
Now we are generating reports according to
date wise and different category wise. In future we

can generate report according to group wise or month
wise.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

The proposed application is user friendly
and menu driven. This application is simple and most useful
for maintaining financial record for personal finance.
This application is most useful for keeping all
record of user’s insurance and where he spent money. This
very helpful for user to maintain his budget.
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